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POETIC SANCTUARY
A HISTORICAL RUSSIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH
IN SHANGHAI IS RESURRECTED AS A POETRY
BOOKSTORE WITH A FUTURISTIC BOOK DISPLAY
SYSTEM THAT HIGHLIGHTS THE BUILDING’S
HERITAGE DETAILS.
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1. Built in 1932,
St. Nicholas
Church on
Gaolan Road
was built in
the Russian
Orthodox style.
/
2. Inside the
renovated
church is a
steel bookcase
structure that
follows the
silhouette of the
interior wall.
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C

hinese practice Wutopia Lab

“The first time I entered the church,

has renovated the interiors of a

I felt like I was standing in the middle of

former Russian orthodox church.

the ruins of a maze,” says Wutopia’s lead

Set on a thoroughfare in Shanghai,

architect Yu Ting.

China known for its well-preserved,

“But after my eyes adjusted to the

European-style historical architecture,

darkness, I could see the remnant details

it turned the landmark building into a

of the different architectural styles along

poetry bookshop named Sinan Books.

the walls and ceilings.

St.

Orthodox

“Additions and ornamentations from

Church at No. 16 Gaolan Road was built in

different eras in Shanghai’s history had

1932 in the typical Russian orthodox style

been integrated into the interiors of this

with onion dome spires.

old church.”

One

Nicholas

of

the

Russian

more

outstanding

Commissioned by Chinese publishing

historical buildings in Shanghai, it has,

group Shanghai Century Cloud Culture

over the last few decades, been used as

Development, this adaptive reuse project

an office, factory, warehouse, canteen,

had to adhere to the regulations of the

private residence, a club, then restaurant,

Shanghai Historic Building Protection

before it was abandoned.

Affairs Center.

2
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This meant that no alterations could
be made to the building’s existing façade,
structural system, basic floor plan or the
interior details on the walls and ceilings.
To meet these regulations, Yu and his
3. The modular
cashier counter
in the main hall
can be split into
three movable
sections.
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team used an archaeological technique
to distinguish the different architectural

Y U TI NG,
L E AD AR C H I T E C T,
W U TO P I A L AB

elements within the building, so they could
retain and restore those with historical value.
“After peeling off layers of paints, the
textures and vicissitudes of the original 1932

He and his team cleaned up the interiors

church were finally revealed,” says Yu who

to reveal the original height of the main hall

removed recently-added structures – such as

and shortened a more recent addition on the

a steel-framed interlayer that was built in the

eastern side of the building, so it was aligned

1990s – that were not historically significant.

with the original parts of the church.

4

4. The 9.9m-tall
structure is
set 50cm
apart from the
interior wall so
it looks like “a
church within a
church”.
/
5. The historical
architectural
elements of the
old church on
the walls and
ceilings peek
through the
new bookcase.

5

6

6. Wutopia Lab
replaced the
faded stainedglass windows
with blue flim to
bring more light
into the interiors.
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FLOOR PLAN

1. Main hall
2. Side hall
3. Side hall
4. Cafe
5. Showroom
6. Reading room
7. Pulpit
8. Lounge
9. Baking room
10. Lavatory

CHURCH WITHIN A CHURCH
The floor plan includes a main hall in
the centre of the building, flanked by two
smaller side halls.

structure advanced to greater heights.
“The steel bookshelf was built by 30

To showcase the books, Yu and his team

workers in 80 days. The workers first cut

built a steel bookcase structure that followed

5mm steel plates into 128 standpipes, 640

the outline of the interior walls and ceiling

large steel plates and 2,921 small steel plates

in the main hall.

to create 23 layers of crossbars according to

This was set 50cm apart from the walls
of the main hall so it looks like the “bones”
of the church.

the drawings.
“They then pre-assembled the parts
outdoors before moving the sections indoors

Additional book display areas were

and welding them together. The 9.9m-tall

created within the two side halls – one for

bookshelf was then placed 50cm apart from

children’s books and the other for cultural

the wall so it looks like ‘a church within a

and creative books.

church’,” says Yu.

According to Yu, the biggest challenge
was finding a way to drop this huge
steel bookshelf into the narrow and tall
interior volume.

44

It would rise upwards so welders could
graft the steel plates of the bookshelf as the

RESPECTFULLY UPDATED
Blue film was chosen to replace the
faded stained-glass window.

His solution was to have a crane

Explains Yu, “An infinitely transparent

with expandable steel pipes and motors

blue is rendered when sunlight spills into

built on site.

the side halls, dissolving the separateness

AXONOMETRIC
DRAWING
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7

7. Dining areas
for the café
were located
in the eastern
and western
perimeters of
the building.

SINAN BOOKS
POETRY STORE

LOCATION

Shanghai, China
/
COMPLETION

2019
/
BUILDING AREA

388m2
/
DESIGN FIRM

Wutopia Lab
/
LEAD DESINGER

Yu Ting
/
CLIENT

Shanghai Century Cloud
Culture Development
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8

between the three halls and bringing more

three parts are moved to the entrance area

light into the main hall.”

and side halls.

The eastern and western perimeters of

“During events, the area that used to be

the church were transformed into the dining

the altar becomes the stage for the speaker.

areas for a cafe.

This way, the audience can sit in the main

Yu used a chocolate-brown colour scheme

hall, while the side halls can continue to

for this café to provide a warm contrast to the

operate as a bookstore and rest area,” says Yu.

imposing metal book display structure.

An existing interior balcony was turned

The new programme also includes a

into a viewing deck, where customers can

showroom, reading room, lounge, baking

see how the steel bookshelf integrates with

room and bathroom.

the old masonry of the church.

Since Sinan Books also plays host to

To highlight the marriage between

events such as poetry readings and book

old and new, Yu added light strips on the

review sessions, Yu redesigned the former

walls, so customers can distinguish the old

altar area of the church to be a stage.

features of the building from the new.

“We split the cashier counter in the main

Wutopia Lab has done a miraculous

hall into three movable tables. When there is

transformation of this former church and

an event, this counter is separated and its

the result is nothing short of divine.

8. The futuristic
aesthetic of the
metal bookcase
is juxtaposed
against the
café’s warm
and earthy
colour scheme.
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